Marketplace Products

All add-ons you can need to improve you experience with Atlassian products.
At Atlassian Marketplace you can find a solution for every purpose and create from JIRA or Confluence comprehensive system suits exactly
for your company.
We can deliver license for any add-on you need.

Get license quote

1,772 add-ons and counting

Zephyr's real-time Test Management solutions transform how development and QA teams
of all sizes collaborate to release higher quality software on time.
As the winner of the 2015 Fastest Growth for New Connect Add-on award at the Atlassian Ecosystem Partners in 2015, Zephyr is
passionate about products that allow project teams to add testing to their planning, coding, and collaboration around software
releases.
Zephyr for JIRA Server and Cloud, Zephyr Blueprints for Confluence and ZAPI are test management add-ons for products like
JIRA and Confluence and are available in the Atlassian Marketplace.
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Painless time tracking and reporting for JIRA
Tempo Timesheets is a time tracking and reporting solution that seamlessly integrates with JIRA to help teams and managers
track time for accounting, payroll, client billing, enhanced efficiency, and forecasting. Time tracking means getting things done.
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Enterprise Issue Organizer
Structure plugin lets you organize JIRA issues into hierarchy. It is a versatile tool that can greatly expand the ways you can use JIRA for
Project Management, Requirements Management, QA and Help Desk.
With Structure, you can maintain a big picture of all projects in the company, have common view of the overall progress, build requirements
lists and test plans, organize help desk, prioritize backlogs, visualize links between issues or create a personal to-do list.
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Add reviews, approvals and tasks to your Confluence pages
Add simple or complex review and approval processes to your Confluence pages and spaces. Create tasks, and receive notifications
automatically.
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Simple story maps and product roadmaps
Build simple and collaborative story maps and product roadmaps right inside JIRA for providing more value to your customers and
stakeholders
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Want your own add-on?

Need your own customization for JIRA or Confluence - our team is always here to help.
We can develop integration, processing and other plugins which meets your requirements.
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